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TP.OPICALSTORM NORRIS (19W)

On the day following the final warning
on Super Typhoon Marge, a surface circulation
aPpeared on visual satellite imagery to the
east of the front associated with the rem-
ants of Marge. This circulation was located
in a data sparse area and had very little
associated convective activity. Although
depicted as small and unimpressive on the
satellite imagery, the circulation quickly
evolved into a midget tropical storm. A
TCFA was issued at 0808492 when the defor-
mation of the “low-levelcloud-lines on
satellite imagery indicated that the circu-
lation was well organized. A reconnaissance
aircraft was dispatched on the following
morning to investigate. When the aircraft
arrived at the expected position of the
circulation, it encountered light and

variable winds with no indication of the
presence of a surface circulation. Upon
receipt of this report from the aircraft,
the expected position was revised on the
basis of updated satellite imagery and the
aircraft was vectored eastward to a new
pcsition. only 130 nm (241 km) to the east-
southeast of its previous position, the
aircraft encourrtereda well-developed
tropical storm with 50 kt (26 m/s) winds and
a circular eye 15 nm (28 km) in diameter.
The first warning on Tropical Storm Norris
was issued upon receipt of this report.
Figure 3-19-1 shows Norris at the time of
the reconnaissance mission. Although an
eye is not apparent on satellite imagery,
Norris does appear as a highly organized
(though extremely small) tropical storm.

Figuh.e 3-19-1. Tk.op.icatstOhlfliJomiAat IM.%ihm
.i.n.&nb.itgjudpti.okto Zecwwa.tww. Lebh2han
4~ how La.tIvL,Noti w complctcty a~ohbed by the
&umtwh.khappeat4 to the h$t.in-th phtute
[082’21~ZNovemb~ NOM 8 vi.wdi.magtiyl.
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The position of Norris, to the east of
an advancing front, led to a straight-
forward forecast of recurvature and
dissipation which verified well. Less than
three days after its initial detection,
Norris had been completely absorbed by the
advancing front and was no longer identifi-
able as a distinct entity.

Post-analysis revealed that Norris
developed rapidly from a pre-existing dis-
turbance of small proportions. Figure
3-19-2 shows Norris at 080931z, near the
time of issuance of the TCFA. Although
there is little convective activity associ-
ated with the circulation, the organization
of the low-level wind field is evident in
the alignment of the cloud lines. This

low-level banding is also evident in visual
satellite imagery 12 nours prior to the
TCFA. However, imagery prior to that shows
only a small unorganized disturbance moving
rapidly northwestward. Norris’ rapid
development was, in part, due to favorable
upper-level conditions which existed at
that time. Figure 3-19-3 shows that Norris
developed in an area of light but highly
divergent upper-level flow.

Norris never posed a threat to any
major land mass but was a subject of great
concern to shipping in the area. Fortunately,
Norris’ movements were accurately forecasted
and the ships involved were able to avoid
the tiny but powerful circulation.

FiguIw 3-19-2. Nom.iA Ctthe.ti.lMO~iAbllOMWO{thl?
TCFA [080931Z Novembti NOAA 8 tid-d &WW] .
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